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NEBIM V3 OPTICAL PRODUCT MANAGEMENT

“ Identify and report the product cards of sunglasses / optical frame, 

optical glass, lens and other product groups specific to the optical 

industry by identifying them with specific optical product features 

within Nebim V3. ”

Nebim V3 Optical Product Descriptions 

Optical Frame and Sunglasses Definitions 

You can easily define all features of the frame and sunglasses such as 

brand, manufacturer code, material code, frame type, frame shape, Base 

Curv and special transaction code in the product car.

Optical Glass Definitions 

You can define and report properties of optical glass products up to brand, 

manufacturer code, material code, focus type, coating type, diameter, glass 

index, stock glass / RX glass detail, Spherical and Cylindrical values.

Lens Definitions 

You can define and report the properties of the lens product up to brand, 

manufacturer code, material code, focus type, coating type, diameter, water 

content, frequency of lens change, Spherical and Cylindrical values.



NEBIM V3 OPTICAL RETAIL

Prescription Entry 

With the optical prescription function of Nebim V3; You can enter all prescrip-

tion information such as protocol number, Insurance company, contributions 

shown according to the insurance company you are affiliated with, Frame 

type, Near distance information, SPH values. In this way, you can report the 

optical product prescriptions created in Nebim V3 to the center by printing 

them out in the recipe format and follow them.

Order Transactions 

You can create an order record with a single click over the receipts that 

are logged in, and you can complete the order entry process by receiving 

the deposit paid for this order.

Order Deposit

Depending on the customer's prescription, You can take deposit 

based on the created optical order. You can create an invoice by deducting 

this deposit amount from the total amount during the conversion of the 

order into an invoice.

Sending the Order to the Lab 

The customer orders received by the Center are sent to the Lab for 

processing. After the products are processed in the workshop, they are 

shipped back to the store and delivered to the customer. You can follow 

all these processes instantly on Nebim V3. Delivery and Invoicing The 

receipts that are entered in the order and completed in the workshop are 

transferred to the invoice screen with a single click, delivery and invoicing 

can be performed and you can collect the remaining payment amount.



NEBIM V3 OPTICAL RETAIL NEBIM V3 OPTICAL WHOLESALE

“ Easily manage your import, wholesale buying and wholesale proces-

ses for optical products with Nebim V3 optical applications.. ”

Nebim V3 Optical Wholesale Processes 

Import Processes 

You can perform your ASN, delivery note and invoice transactions depending 

on your orders on the basis of import file number, and automatically distribute 

your import costs to the relevant import file. You can enter import file 

tracking, follow-up of import transactions depending on the import file, 

automatic reflection of import costs to the import file, reduced import in 

customs clearance, import a QR code in the waybill or invoice entry.

Wholesale Purchasing Processes 

You can perform your direct purchase transactions quickly and practically by 

reading the dispatch and invoice transactions, the QR code barcodes coming 

from the suppliers, depending on your orders.
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